“With one million square feet of buildings used by thousands of students each year, Plymouth Community School District in Indiana needs versatile flooring that’s easy to clean and maintain,” says Dave Schoof, Director of Facilities.

Schoof turned to Patcraft when he realized that their existing broadloom product wasn’t holding up to heavy foot traffic in the district’s busy schools.

**Durable, Low Maintenance**

Working with Patcraft, Schoof and his team installed a mock-up of Patcraft carpet tile to test performance. The color and designs of the carpet tile fit well with the schools’ cheerful interior design.

Patcraft carpet tile is also easy to clean, Schoof says. “When we shampoo or clean it, the Ecoworx backing serves as a moisture barrier means we don’t have to worry as much about mold. You can dry these carpets quicker than the old, rolled carpet.”

**Colorful Design, High Performance**

Kids tend to excel in spaces that incorporate color and cheerful design.

“The designs seem to engage the kids, and we wound up coordinating everything with the Patcraft carpet tiles,” says Schoof. “The kids like it. It’s a little more fun. You don’t want to eliminate options for kids.”

**Transform Learning with Patcraft**